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Electron transport and microwave properties of cuprate superconducting structures (bicrystal junc-

tions and hybrid mesa heterostructures) are discussed here. Superconducting current in junctions

from cuprate superconductors with the dominant dx
2
�y

2-wave symmetry is determined by the bar-

rier properties, characterized by the mid-gap bound states due to the multiple Andreev reflection. In

bicrystal junctions it is revealed via linear dependence of critical current density on square root of

the transparency, and an increase of spectral density of shot noise at low voltages are observed. The

experiments demonstrate that the superconducting hybrid mesa-heterostructures have the critical

current density jc¼ 1–700 A/cm2 for an antiferromagnetic interlayer with thickness dM¼ 10–50 nm

and the characteristic decay length of superconducting correlations on the order of 7 nm, due to the

anomalous long range proximity effect, analyzed in the model of coupled superconductors via mul-

tilayer magnetic layer with antiferromagnetic ordering of magnetization in the layers. It is found

that the hybrid mesa–heterostructures have much greater sensitivity to external magnetic field than

conventional Josephson junctions because of the strong dependence of superconducting current on

interlayer spin state. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.3702585]

I. INTRODUCTION

Results of experimental studies of the Josephson Effect

in cuprate-based thin film structures are discussed. Special

attention was focused on the characteristics of the super-

conducting and quasiparticle current in Josephson junctions

(JJ) caused by the presence of dx2�y2 -type symmetry of the

superconducting wave function in the superconductors

(D-superconductors).

The influence of the Andreev states on the current-phase

and temperature dependences of the superconducting current

in bicrystal junctions in cuprate superconductors (CS) was

experimentally investigated in Refs. 1–4. In Ref. 2 special

features were observed in the current-voltage characteristics

(CVC), which were caused by the low-energy Andreev lev-

els. Low-energy Andreev states are manifested in bicrystal

junctions of CS – both in electrophysical characteristics3,4

and in the appearance of excess shot noise at low

voltages.5–8 Note that noise measurements give additional

information about the conduction mechanism in the JJ.

Multilayer hybrid superconducting structures with

alternating layers of ferromagnetics (F), normal metals (N),

and insulators (I) have recently been of increased

interest.9–12 The ability to manage the flow of current in

such structures arises from the rotation of the magnetization

direction in the F-layers under the influence of the magnetic

field. Similar processes may occur in the antiferromagnetic

(AF) layer that can be considered to be a collection of

ferromagnetic layers of atomic thickness with oppositely

directed magnetizations.13,14

II. ANDREEV STATES AND THE JOSEPHSON EFFECT IN
SUPERCONDUCTING BICRYSTAL JUNCTIONS FROM
CUPRATE SUPERCONDUCTORS

Immediately after the discovery of the Josephson Effect

it was noted15–17 that the transfer of the Cooper pairs through

the potential barrier between two superconductors in the JJ

is due to the coherent Andreev reflection process. The order

parameter in the CS has dx2�y2 -type wave symmetry, i.e. in

the ab-plane it changes the sign at a 90� change in direction

of the quasiparticle momentum (see the inset in Fig. 1). As a

result, in the junctions consisting of two misoriented by an

angle a in the ab-plane D-superconductors the phase of the

incident quasiparticles, which are also Andreev-reflected off

the border, can have the opposite sign. The sequence of nor-

mal (mirror) and Andreev reflections in the (110) plane of

the D-superconductor causes a number of related Andreev

states with energies near the Fermi surface EMGS,18–20

EMGS ¼ 6DRðLÞðhÞsinðu=2Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dð0Þ

p
; (1)

where DR(L)(h)¼D0 cos 2h. In contrast to the SIS-tunneling

transition (where S is a superconductor with the regular s-

type symmetry of the order parameter) EMGS levels even

with small border transparency (D� 1) are located near the

Fermi level, and their amplitude does not exceed

Dðp=4Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dðp=4Þ

p
.

The maximum energy values of the Andreev states at

u¼p depending on the angle of incidence h at different

angles a for a symmetrical JJ with a typical value of

D¼ 10�2 are shown in Fig. 2. For symmetrical JJs with

a¼ 45� low-energy Andreev states are observed for all the

incident quasiparticles. With decreasing a < 45� the range of

angles h, in which the EMGS states are observed, equals 2a
near the directions h¼6p/4. Along the other directions

states with energies close to the ESC gap arise. For a¼ 0 the

situation is similar to the case of an SIS-junction, in which

the Andreev states are described by the formula,

ESC ¼ 6D
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½ð1� D sin2ðu=2Þ�

q
: (2)

Since the superconducting current is determined by the energy

of the Andree states IS ! dEMGS/du, with intermediate values
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0 < a < 45� both contributions (1) and (2) should be taken

into account by addition of currents.21–23 Note that for states

(2) the current is proportional to the first degree, while in case

(1)—to the quadratic root of the transparency of the boundary

D. The tunneling cone (angular range) that determines the

quasiparticles, which provide the main contribution to the cur-

rent value, can be large D(h)¼D0 (cos h)2 for d-like barriers

and fairly narrow exp (2h) for wide barriers.24

A. Experimental method

In the manufacturing of bicrystal JJs special characteris-

tics of CS were used, manifesting in the fact that direct con-

tact of two monocrystals of CS leads to a decrease of the

critical current (the formation of weak coupling) in the junc-

tion, and the critical current value is strongly dependent on

the angle of grain misorientation.25 The most widely used

are the “rotary” bicrystal junctions (RBJ), in which the weak

coupling is formed by epitaxial misorientation around the c-

direction of the CS. In the tilted bicrystal junctions (TBJ)

there is a tilt in the basal planes of the CS around one of the

directions, e.g. the a-axis (see Fig. 3). Misorientation of the

crystallographic axes of the left and right parts of the junc-

tion to angles a and b to the normal to the plane of the inter-

face (RBJ) or the substrate plane (TBJ) defines the

electrophysical parameters of the JJ.26,27 In TBJ, as opposed

to RBJ, the bicrystal boundary faceting is weaker.26

Josephson junctions were fabricated on bicrystal sub-

strates of NdGaO3 (NGO) or sapphire. The (110) plane of

NGO was selected as a reference, in which growth of the CS

(001) YBa2Cu3O7�d (YBCO) film takes place, and the epi-

taxy condition [100] YBCO//[001] NGO is satisfied, which

persists at low tilt of the (110) NGO plane relative to the nor-

mal to the substrate.28 Epitaxial YBCO films were deposited

on the substrate surface by cathode sputtering in diode con-

figuration in a dc discharge at high oxygen pressure or laser

ablation. Spraying was carried out at 700–800 �C. Bridges

forming a transition 4 lm wide and 10 lm long, crossing the

bicrystal junction, formed in the films either by ion-plasma

or ion-beam etching.29

Josephson junctions were obtained having critical cur-

rent density jc¼ 104–105 A/cm2 and characteristic voltage

Vc¼ IcRN¼ 1–2 mV (where Ic is the critical current, and RN

is the resistance in the normal state) at T¼ 4.2 K. Current-

voltage characteristics (CVCs) were measured in the tem-

perature range 4.2 K < T < 77 K, in magnetic fields up to

H� 100 Oe, and under the influence of monochromatic

microwave radiation at frequencies fe¼ 36–120 GHz. To

carry out noise measurements a cooled HEMT transistor-

based amplifier was used.30 To reduce the influence of

external electromagnetic fields the screening of microwave

signals and filtering on all wires connected to the sample

was utilized. Averaged over the directions of momentum,

the transparency of barrier D was estimated from the value

of characteristic resistance of the border with area S:

RNS¼ (1–3)�10�7 X�cm2 for RBJ (Refs. 29 and 31) and

RNS¼ (3–7)�10�9 X�cm2 for TBJ (Ref. 32), which gave

D¼ (1–3)�10�2 and D� 10�1, respectively, with the value

of the product of resistivity and mean free path

qYBCOlYBCO¼ 4�10�9 X�cm2.

B. Electrophysical properties of bicrystal junctions

The typical CVC of RBJ, presented in Fig. 4, is well

described by the resistive model of JJ (Ref. 33). The small

value of the excess current (deviation from Ohm’s law) at

voltages greater than 10 mV indicates the absence of direct

(non-tunneling) conductivity. The dependence of critical

current on temperature is close to linear, which is different

FIG. 1. Phase dependence of the Andreev levels in the tunnel junctions of

S-superconductors (solid line) and low-energy Andreev levels of D-

superconductors (dotted line) in the transparency of the boundary D¼ 0.1.

The inset shows a diagram of the bicrystal junction of two D-

superconductors with a symmetrical misorientation of axes and the direction

of incidence of electrons and holes.

FIG. 2. The dependence of energies of the Andreev levels on the angle of

incidence h of quasiparticles with phase difference u¼p for three values of

angle a, which is the angle of misorientation of bicrystal rotational junctions

of D-superconductors

FIG. 3. Schematic representation of two types of bicrystal junctions: rota-

tional (a) and tilted (b). The solid line indicates the bicrystal boundary, dot-

ted line – the normal to the boundary or the plane of the substrate, shading is

used to show the direction of the layers in cuprate superconductors.
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from the tunnel junctions of S-superconductors,33 where sat-

uration is observed when kBT < D. In the tunnel DID-

transitions, as follows from Fig. 2, both types of states (1)

and (2) are observed depending on the angle of incidence of

quasiparticles and IS(u)¼ ISc(u) þ IMGS(u).23,34 The contri-

bution of states near the gap (2) increases with temperature

according to the Ambegaokar-Baratoff law proportionally to

D2(T),33 and at low temperature its saturation is ISc ! D0D0

cos 2a sinu. At the same time, the contribution of states near

the Fermi energy increases with decreasing temperature

according to the law 1/T, and when kBT � D
ffiffiffiffi
D
p

it is equal

to IMGS ! �D0 sin 2a
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0

p
cos (u/2) sign (sin (u/2)), with a

negative sign. Consequently, there is a characteristic temper-

ature T*, at which a lapse in the dependence Ic(T) and signifi-

cant deviation of IS(u) from sinusoidal dependence should

be observed. The estimate of T*yields a value of about 12 K

for transparency D0 ¼ 10�2 for a JJ and D0¼ 20 meV for

YBCO. In the experiment conducted no lapse in the depend-

ence Ic(T) was observed,30 which may be caused by faceting

of the boundary that occurs during the growth of epitaxial

films.25,26 Note that the lapse in the dependence of Ic(T) was

observed in Ref. 23 for an RBJ of small width, comparable

to the size of facets. At high temperatures Tc � T � Tc, at

which there is a great influence of thermal fluctuations, the

temperature dependence of Ic is close to (Tc � T)1/2.25,34

As follows from (1), the superconducting current in the

DID-junctions at T� Tc is dependent on D (Ic ! D1/2), i.e.

different than in SIS junctions, where Ic ! D. This is caused

by the fact that EMGS in DID-junctions is near the Fermi

energy EF !D
ffiffiffiffi
D
p

(see Eq. (1)), and the energy level in SIS-

junctions is near the gap E ! D (Eq. (2)). Indeed, in our

experiments the observed dependence is Ic ! (RNS)�1/2

! D1/2 (see the inset on the right in Fig. 4). We believe that

such a dependence of the energy level on the transparency of

the border is resistant to the influence of such factors as

boundary faceting, which leads to the formation of both sym-

metrical DaIDa- and asymmetrical DaID0-junctions. How-

ever, for DaIDa-junctions, as follows from Eq. (1), IS

! D0

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0

p
at low temperatures, at the same time for DaID0-

junctions IS ! D0D0
2,34 therefore when D < 1 the supercon-

ducting current is defined by areas with a symmetric

misorientation of the axes (irregularities in the bicrystal

boundary on a smaller scale (about the Fermi length of qua-

siparticles kF� 0.01 lm) disrupt the coherent Adreev reflec-

tion at small angles of incidence of quasiparticle 4pgcos h/k
> p, where g is the degree of boundary inhomogeneity along

the direction of current flow41).

Note that the dependence Ic ! D1/2 was obtained theo-

retically in SIS-junctions with a wide potential barrier.35 The

difference between the energy spectrum of bound states in

such SIS-junctions and Eq. (1) causes a different dependence

on the barrier transparency. However, for the realization of

the mechanism35 necessary are a low barrier transparency

D� 10�8 and a weak influence of depairing factors on the

density of states.

Thus, in RBJ formed from CS with a dominant d-type

order parameter2–4 (DID-junctions) both high-energy and

low-energy Andreev states are involved in the process of

transfer of current.30,34,36,37 At the same time, with the char-

acteristic for TBJ orientation of crystallographic axes, when

one of the axes of the reference plane of the CS is parallel to

the normal to the boundary, the low-energy states do not

occur.30,34,36,37 The difference between the mechanisms of

current flow in the case of RBJ and TBJ also affects the

angular dependence of the critical parameters of transitions.

Thus, for RBJ it is known that the magnitude of characteris-

tic voltage Vc varies slightly in a large range of misorienta-

tion angles up to 633�, while normal resistance at the same

time can increase by an order of magnitude.38 Note that

when a¼645� the current jc is strongly suppressed, and Vc

is reduced by an order of magnitude reaching 0.5 mV at

liquid-helium temperature.39 For TBJ the experiment

revealed a much stronger angular dependence: with increas-

ing misorientation angle by 6� the parameter Vc decreased

by more than three times. Such behavior is in good agree-

ment with theory,40 in which taken under consideration are

both the ratio of the energy of the superconducting gap to

the Fermi energy, 1> D/EF > 0, characteristic for CS, and

the significant anisotropy of the Fermi surface. Considera-

tion of these factors leads to the conclusion that in the pro-

cess of Andreev reflection at the border of the inclined

planes quasi-momenta of the incident electron and the

reflected hole diverge at a certain angle, the coherence of

multiple Andreev reflection is disrupted, and as a result this

leads to a decrease of the superconducting current. In this

case there must be a certain critical angle of misorientation,

at which the critical current drops to zero,40 but such a strong

dependence can be blurred by the inhomogeneities of the

boundary. In RBJ with a small misorientation angle a þ b
< 13� some CVCs are observed that differ from the hyper-

bolic shape and are typical for the viscous flow of vortices.33

C. Current-phase relation of superconducting current

The current-phase relation (CPR) of superconducting

current of a JJ IS(u) is determined by the nature of conduc-

tivity in the superconducting junction. At high temperatures

Tc � T� Tc the deviation of the dependence IS(u) from si-

nusoidal is small for all types of junctions. At low tempera-

tures T � Tc sinusoidal dependence IS(u)¼ Ic sin u is

preserved for SIS-junctions regardless of barrier transpar-

ency when D � 1,15,33,36 and the SNS-junctions are long

(compared to hvF/kBT) with decreasing temperature. To

FIG. 4. Current-voltage characteristics of the bicrystal junction at

T¼ 4.2 K. The inset on the left shows temperature dependences of the criti-

cal current Ic(T) and the resistance of the junction. The inset on the right

shows the dependence of the critical current (jc) density on the characteristic

resistance of the boundary RNS.
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determine the deviation of CPR from sinusoidal depend-

ence CVCs were measures under the influence of mono-

chromatic radiation of millimeter range Ie sin (2pfet),
fe¼ 40–100 GHz.29 We investigated RBJ with symmetrical

supply of current, when the bridge is directed perpendicular

to the boundary, and junctions with asymmetrical supply of

current shift, when the junction bridge is at angle c¼ 0–72�

to the boundary. Fig. 5 shows the amplitude dependences of

the first I1(Ie) and the subharmonic I1/2(Ie) Shapiro steps for

two junctions c¼ 0� and c¼ 54�. Theoretical CPR, calcu-

lated in the resistive model for fe > 2eIcRN/h, are presented

in the inset in Fig. 5. The calculation was made for a sinu-

soidal dependence and for the case IS(u)¼ Ic1sinu þ Ic2 sin

2u for q¼ Ic2/Ic1¼ 0.2. It is seen that the difference

between theoretical and experimental dependences I1(Ie) is

small. A slight deviation of CPR from sinusoidal leads to

the appearance of subharmonic Shapiro steps in the CVC of

the RBJ. Measurements of the dependence of the amplitude

of subharmonic steps on the angle of bridge orientation c
show a lack of the sin 2u component in the CPR for angles

in the range c¼ 0–36� with accuracy better than 5%. For

angles c > 40� the contribution of current with sin 2u
increases monotonically (for high-frequency external influ-

ence fe > 2eIcRN/h in the framework of the resistive model

the ratio of the maximum amplitude of the subharmonic

step to the critical one is equal to the ratio of the second

harmonic to the first in CPR). The reason for the deviation

of CPR from sinusoidal in RBJ with large c is, possibly, the

component of current along the bicrystal boundary,

which changes the spectrum of low-energy Andreev states.

The maximum value of energy of the Andreev states

D0

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
D0

p
� 2 meV is comparable to the energy of the longi-

tudinal component of the superconducting current e¼ evF

jckL
2� 5 meV for jc¼ 103A/cm2, vF¼ 5�104 cm/s, and

kL¼ 0.1 is the London penetration depth.

D. Shot noise in bicrystal junctions

Noise characteristics of JJ were investigated in the au-

tonomous case and in a weak magnetic field (H < 100 Oe),

sufficient for suppression of the critical current. Fig. 6 shows

the CVC and the dependence of the noise power PN(V)

(noise power was measured in units of temperature due to

some peculiarities of calibrating the measuring system) of

the JJ in the autonomous case. It can be seen that at high vol-

tages (V > 30 mV) the experimental dependence of PN(V)

coincides with the classical dependence of the shot-noise

effective temperature TSH(V)¼ (e/2kB)I(V)RD, calculated for

the noise spectral density SI¼ 2eI for eV > kBT, hf. This con-

dition was satisfied when V > 0.7 mV for T¼ 4.2 K and fre-

quencies F¼ 1–2 GHz, at which the measurements were

carried out. Previously, dependence of supercoducting junc-

tions on the voltage of noise spectral density (similar to that

in Fig. 6) was observed in SIS-junctions42,43 around voltages

above D/e. Fig. 6 shows that in a wide range of voltages 0

< V < 30 mV there is an excess of noise TN over shot-noise

TSH (V). At low voltages (V < 2 mV) peaks are observed in

PN(V), caused by the intrinsic Josephson generation at fre-

quencies of HEMP amplifier function. The observed at low

voltages sharp change in the differential resistance RD(V)

(not shown in Fig. 6) affects the impedance matching of the

sample with the amplifier, therefore below we will discuss

spectral density of current noise SI(V) ! 4kBTN/RD and the

effective charge Q(V)¼ SI(V)/2I, which do not depend on

RD. As a result, taking into account changes in RD(V), for V
> 4 mV an almost linear growth of SI(V) and a distinct peak

in the region where V < 2 mV were observed. Dependence

of Q(V) is shown in the inset in Fig. 6. We see an increase in

the effective charge, characteristic for superconducting

structures with multiple Andreev reflection.5,7,44 The maxi-

mum value of Qmax exceeded 10 e (where e is the charge on

the electron).

A significant excess noise intensity caused by the multi-

ple Andreev reflection, above the level of thermal fluctua-

tions, explains the experimentally observed broadening of

the Josephson oscillations in CS contacts.45,46 In this case

we note that at high stresses on the JJ the Nyquist noise is

significantly lower than the shot noise.

FIG. 5. Dependences of the Shapiro steps (the first n¼ 1 and the fractional

n¼ 1/2) on the amplitude of the external electromagnetic radiation of fre-

quency fe¼ 100 GHz when T¼ 4.2 K for two tilt angles of the bridge form-

ing the TBJ. The dotted line represents dependences calculated within the

framework of the resistive model for IS(u)¼ Icsinu, the solid line represents

IS(u)¼ (1�q)Icsinu þ qIc sin 2u, q¼ 0.2. The inset shows the correspond-

ing dependences of IS(u) for q¼ 0.2 (solid line) and q¼ 0 (dotted line).

FIG. 6. Current-voltage characteristics for a symmetrical RBJ at T¼ 4.2 K

(dotted line) and the noise power PN(V), given in degrees Kelvin (solid

line). The dot-dashed line represents the dependence of shot noise

TSH(V)¼ (e/2kB)I(V)RD. The inset shows the dependence of the effective

charge Q(V)¼ SI(V)/2I in units of electron charge.
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III. HYBRID JOSEPHSON HETEROSTRUCTURES WITH AN
ANTIFERROMAGNETIC LAYER

The greatest advances in the study of JJ with a magnetic

layer are associated with structures containing ferromagnetic

(F) metal layers.9,10,47,48 Much less studied are the supercon-

ducting structures containing magnetic materials with anti-

ferromagnetic (AF) ordering. Such materials are of

particular interest due to the possibility of managing their

properties (and hence the parameters of weak coupling) due

to the influence of weak external magnetic field. This cir-

cumstance was first addressed by L. Gorkov and V. Kresin,49

who theoretically analyzed the critical current of supercon-

ducting structures with an AF-layer and predicted a strong

dependence of the critical current on magnetic field. The first

experimental data on the Josephson current flow in an

S–AF–S structure were obtained in junctions based on Nb

with an FeMn layer,50 however, no anomalous behavior was

discovered in magnetic field dependences on the critical

current.

Giant proximity effect was often observed in the CS

with a cuprate barrier layer, found in the antiferromagnetic

state;11,14 possible interpretation of the observed in Ref. 14

effect was proposed in Ref. 51. In this section presented are

the results of an experimental study of the magnetic-field

characteristics of superconducting current in hybrid mesa-

heterostructures Nb/Au/Ca1�xSrxCuO2/YBa2Cu3O7�d based

on epitaxial films of CS YBa2Cu3O7�d (YBCO) and niobium

(Nb), where Au represents gold film used to diminish oxygen

diffusion from YBCO, and the Ca1�xSrxCuO2 (CSCO) layer

at low temperatures is a quasi-two-dimensional Heisenberg

antiferromagnetic with Neel temperature of over 500 K.52,53

A. Experimental method

Epitaxial heterostructures CSCO/YBCO were deposited

on substrates of NdGaO3 by laser ablation at T¼ 800 �C. Af-

ter cooling, the Au film was deposited without breaking the

vacuum. CSCO was made with either x¼ 0.15 or x¼ 0.5. The

thickness of the AF-layer was varied in dM¼ 20–50 nm. The

layer of Nb and the additional layer of Au were deposited by

magnetic sputtering. The topology of hybrid mesa-

heterostructure (HMS) was formed by photolithography, and

by plasma-chemical and ion-beam etching.12,13,54 Cross-

section of the HMS is shown in Fig. 7(a), and the shape of

HMS is a square of linear size L¼ 10–50 lm, included in the

log-periodic antenna applied for the measurement in an elec-

tromagnetic field in the millimeter wavelength range (see Fig.

7(b)). For the measurement of electrophysical characteristic

of the HMS a contact was connected to the upper Nb elec-

trode and two—to the YBCO film (Fig. 7(a)). In this case for

T < Tc (where Tc is the critical temperature of the YBCO-

film) the resistance measurements of CSCO layer and the Au/

CSCO interface were conducted by four-point scheme.

According to preliminary measurements, the resistance of Au,

Nb, and CSCO films and the CSCO/YBCO interface can be

neglected.12,13 As a result, the obtained structures with an AF-

layer can be regarded as S–N–Ib–AF–D-junctions, where the

role of the barrier Ib is fulfilled by the Au/CSCO boundary.

For comparison, HMS Nb/Au/YBCO without the AF inter-

layer were prepared and studied. Measurements of both types

of structures were carried out under the same conditions.

B. The superconducting current in HMS

Dependences of the critical current of the entire HMS on

the temperature Ic(T) as a whole follow the temperature de-

pendence of the superconducting parameter DNb in the Nb

film – similarly to structures without and AF-interlayer.54 As

in all the investigated HMS with an AF-interlayer thickness

dM is around tens of nanometers, the penetration depth of the

superconducting order parameter in CSCO significantly

exceeds that observed in Ref. 50 for a polycrystalline layer

of FeMn.

Estimates of the penetration depth of superconducting

correlations in CSCO can be made on the basis of measure-

ments of the dependence of superconducting current density

on thickness jc(dM). Fig. 8 shows the experimental data and

theoretical dependences (dotted line) jc(dM) for three values

of normalized exchange field Hex/pkBT in F-layers of the S0/
I/M/S-structure with an AF-layer (modeled N¼ 20—the

number of F-layers of oppositely directed magnetization),

obtained for nAF¼ 10 nm.55 Theoretical dependences are

shown for the case of low transparency of the M/S–-

boundary (greater than I-barrier transparency) and identical

superconductors S and S0. Note that qualitatively the shape

of theoretical dependences jc(dM) does not change even in

FIG. 7. (a) Cross section of the heterostructure with an AF (CSCO) inter-

layer, marked with the letter M. The thicknesses of the layers: YBCO–200

nm, CSCO–20-50 nm, Au–10-20 nm, Nb–200 nm. (b) A photograph of HMS

from the top. The light color represents superconducting electrodes of the

log-periodic antenna.

FIG. 8. Experimental data on the dependence of the density of supercon-

ducting current on the thickness for an HMS with an interlayer of CSCO

(stars) x¼ 0.5. Filled circles correspond to heterotransitions without the M-

interlayer. The dashed lines show the theoretical dependences of critical cur-

rent on the thickness of the AF-interlayer for three values of normalized

exchange field Hex/pkBT: 2 (1), 5 (2), 10 (3). The normalization of the theo-

retical dependence in the critical current value and the interlayer thickness

was chosen from the condition of best fit to the theory of experiment

nAF¼ 10 nm.
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the case of unequal superconductors. In our experiment the

superconductors are different; moreover, in YBCO the con-

densate function with s-symmetry is not primary. However,

for normalized values of jc(dM), presented in Fig. 8, the con-

densate Green’s function of electrodes does not play a prin-

cipal role. Statistical analysis of the dependence jc(dM)

gives the depth of decay of the superconducting wave func-

tion nAF¼ (7 6 1) nm. It is seen that the theoretical depend-

ence jc(dM) for Hex/pkBT¼ 2 better describes the

experimental data, then the dependences obtained for large

values of Hex/pkBT. Recall, a radical contrast of the Joseph-

son current in S/AF/S-junctions for the cases of even and

odd numbers of layers N was predicted earlier in the works,

which analyzed a model of an antiferromagnetic with

atomic-thin layers (e.g. see Ref. 56). The case of structures

containing an arbitrary number of ferromagnetic layers (sig-

nificantly exceeding the atomic size) with antiferromagnetic

ordering of magnetization, in particular, the dependence of

transport properties on the number of layers, has been stud-

ied in Ref. 57.

C. The current-phase relation

Autonomous man CVC HMS (see Fig. 9(a)) around low

voltages (V� 1 mV) is nearly hyperbolical, typical for a JJ. In

the voltage range V	 5 mV for temperatures Tc > T > Tc
0

(where Tc
0 is the temperature of Nb film) conductivity anom-

aly with a maximum at V¼ 0 was observed, caused, most

likely, by the Andreev states of low energy.13,55 When T < Tc
0

characteristics were observed in the dependence of the differ-

ential resistance of the HMS on voltage RD(V), which were

due to the superconducting gap in niobium. It is known48,58

that the mixed (d- and s-) symmetry of the order parameter of

one of the electrodes if the JJ contributes to the second har-

monic in the current-phase relationship (CPR). For the deter-

mination of the deviation of CPR from sinusoidal dependence

we used a previously developed method based on measuring

the amplitudes of Shapiro steps, resulting from synchronizing

the intrinsic Josephson generation by external monochromatic

microwave signal at frequency fe (Ref. 58) (see Fig. 9(a)). Os-

cillatory dependences of the critical current and the first Sha-

piro step on the normalized amplitude of external effect Ie/Ic

(Fig. 9(b)) confirm the Josephson nature of the superconduct-

ing current. There is a satisfactory agreement between the crit-

ical frequency fc¼ 2eVc/h¼ 50 GHz, determined from the

maximum value of the first Shapiro step in the resistive model

(see the dotted line in Fig. 9(b)) with fc¼ 70 GHz, obtained

from the measured under dc value Vc¼ 145 lm, which indi-

cates the uniformity of current flow in the structure and the

absence of short-circuiting. The beast match of the maximum

value of the first Shapiro step and the calculations is observed

taking into account the second harmonic sin 2u in the CPR.

In contrast to bicrystal junctions, HMS have more capacity,

which strongly affects the dynamic parameters of JJ, in partic-

ular, causes the appearance of fractional Shapiro steps.

According to the calculations in the framework of a modified

resistive model,59 taking into account the capacity of HMS

and the presence of Ic2 (solid line in Fig. 9(b)), the ratio of the

amplitude of the second harmonic to the first for the structure,

presented in Fig. 9(b), is q¼ Ic2/Ic1¼ 0.2.

The deviation of CPR from sinusoidal relation is also

confirmed by measurements of the amplitudes of the primary

g1 and the subharmonic g1/2 detector response, carried out in

a weak electromagnetic field with power P on the order of a

few pW, which excluded the possibility of the appearance of

fractional Shapiro steps as a result of external pumping. The

thus obtained weight estimates of the second CPR harmonic

according to the formula jqj � 0.5(maxg1/2/maxg1)1/2 (Refs. 57

and 58) gave values close to those obtained in the analysis of

the oscillatory dependences of Shapiro steps.

D. Magnetic-field dependence

As shown theoretically,49 in an S–AF–S-structure with

an interlayer of a layered A-type antiferromagnet (see inset

in Fig. 10(a)) there is a critical current Ic, which is dependent

on the external magnetic field H, causing the changes in the

parameters of the AF-layer,

IcðHÞ � I0
c

2

pbMS

� �1=2

cos bMS �
p
4

� ���� ���; (3)

where b 
 1 characterizes the electronic structure of the

AF-interlayer; 0 < MS < 1 is the parameter of

FIG. 9. (a) The family of CVC HMS at various values of the power of

microwave impact and T¼ 4.2 K. The thin line shows the envelope of the

critical current, arrows show the first (hfe/2 e) and fractional (hfe/4 e) Shapiro

steps. (b) The dependence of critical current Ic (circles) and the first Shapiro

step I1 (triangles) on the normalized amplitude Ie/Ic of external influence of

millimeter radiation with frequency of 56 GHz for T¼ 4.2 K. The dashed

line shows the theoretical dependence I1(Ie/Ic), obtained from the resistive

model of JJ. The solid line shows the calculated dependences calculated

with the second CPR harmonic in mind for q¼ 0.2.
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antiferromagnetic ordering, dependent on the spatial compo-

nents of local magnetization of F-layers and the external

magnetic field H; Ic
0 is the critical current in the absence of

an external field, the magnitude of which coincides with the

value of Ic in the equivalent S–N–S structure.49 In Ref. 49 I

was also shown that the decay of the superconducting order

parameter in the AF-interlayer is determined by its metallic

conductivity and in the clean limit it equals nAF¼ hvF/kBT,

where vF is the Fermi velocity in the interlayer.

From Eq. (3) it follows that the period of dependence of

Ic(H) for the S–AF–S-structure differs significantly from the

“Fraunhofer” dependence period, typical for JJs with a ho-

mogeneous barrier layer.59 The Fraunhofer dependence ze-

ros correspond to the inclusion in the JJ of a whole number

of magnetic flux quanta U0¼ h/2e¼ 2.07�10�15 Wb. Accord-

ing to (3), the zeros of Ic(H) correspond to the condition

bMS¼ p/4 þ pn (n¼ 1,2,…). And, when b 
 1 oscillations

of Ic(H) can be observed in small magnetic fields.49

Fig. 10(a) shows the dependence Ic(H) for a structure

with an AF layer of thickness dM¼ 50 nm of CSCO-film with

x¼ 0.5 and L¼ 10 lm. For comparison, Fig. 10(a) shows the

dependence Ic(H) for a heterostructure without an AF layer. It

can be seen that for an HMS with an AF-layer the magnitude

of H1 is significantly smaller than the field of the first mini-

mum for the structure without an interlayer. Considering that

the measurements were carried out under the same experi-

mental conditions and on samples with identical geometry,

the decrease of the external magnetic field H1 by more than

an order magnitude, necessary to obtain the first minimum

Ic(H) in structures with an CSCO-layer compared to the struc-

tures without an interlayer, can be associated with the pres-

ence of an AF-interlayer. A solid line represents the

dependence of Eq. (3) with experimental parameters Ic
0 and

the first minimum of H1 for the power indicator corresponding

to coefficient [(p/2)bMS] in (3), equal to �0.75—not �0.5, as

in the theory presented in Ref. 49. The deviation of the experi-

mental points from the solid line in Fig. 10 at low H is due to

the limitations of applying equation (3) for MS close to zero.49

Based on the widened secondary maxima, the periodicity of

the shape of Ic(H) structures with an AF-interlayer (Fig.

10(a)) is closer to Eq. (3) with H1� 1=2 (H2 � H1), while in a

Fraunhofer dependence H1�H2 � H1.

Fig. 10(b) shows the dependence of H1 on the magnitude

of HMS for both the structures with and without an AF inter-

layer. A significant decrease in the magnitude of H1 upon

adding an AF-interlayer is not explained by the increase in

London penetration depth kL1 of YBCO because of the

decrease in the level of oxygen doping of the YBCO-film ad-

jacent to the barrier layer Au/CSCO (no more than 30% for

the critical temperature of YBCO—40 K).60 According to

Ref. 49, nonmonotonic dependence Ic(H) with periodicity,

which is different than the magnetic flux quantum in

S–AF–S-junctions, is caused by a small change in the tilt of

magnetic moments in ferromagnetic layers under the influ-

ence of an external magnetic field and, therefore, the MS pa-

rameter in Eq. (3) (see the inset in Fig. 10(a)). As a result,

the Ic(H) minima are observed at significantly lower values

of the external magnetic field, than the value of H1¼U0/

l0deL, which corresponds to the penetration of the magnetic

flux quantum U0 into the structure.

IV. CONCLUSION

Experimental investigation of the dependences of the

critical current on the temperature, barrier transparency, and

phase difference of superconducting electrodes, as well as

the shape of CVC, showed that the most likely mechanism

of superconducting current flow in the main plane of bicrys-

tal junctions in cuprate superconductors is the transfer of

charge through the barrier involving bound states at the

superconductor–insulator boundary, appearing as a result of

multiple Andreev reflection. However, the shapes of current-

phase and magnetic field dependences of the critical current

cannot be described within the framework of the homogene-

ous transition model without taking into consideration the

boundary roughness, which is due to boundary faceting, aris-

ing with the growth of epitaxial films. At the present time

there is not a complete theory which corresponds to the ex-

perimental situation. Around high bias voltages (V > 5 mV)

excess transition noise was discovered above thermal fluctu-

ations, coinciding with the dependence on voltage at the

shot-noise transition, exactly as in superconducting tunnel-

ing junctions made of S-superconductors. Near low voltages

a noise peak is observed, which is characteristic for

FIG. 10. (a) The magnetic field dependence of the critical current Ic(H)

(circles) for a HMS containing CSCO (x¼ 0.5), dM¼ 50 nm, and L¼ 10 lm

at T¼ 4.2 K. The solid line represents the dependence of Eq. (3) under the

normalization Ic(0)¼ Ic
0. Dashed line shows calculated Fraunhofer depend-

ence for L¼ 10 lm and London penetration depths kL1¼ 150 nm and

kL2¼ 90 nm for YBCO and Nb, respectively. Filled circles – experimental

data for a heterostructure without AF-interlayer with L¼ 50 lm. Inset:

model50 for an S–AF–S JJ. (b) Dependence of the first minimum H1 on the

magnitude of HMS: without an AF-interlayer for a perpendicularly directed

field (�), for the parallel field (�); HMS with dM¼ 50 nm for a perpendic-

ular field (h), for a parallel field (n), dM¼ 20 nm (~); solid line—approxi-

mation of the 1/L type.
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superconducting junctions, in which there is multiple

Andreev reflection.

In oxide hybrid mesa-structures with antiferromagnetic

interlayer the superconducting current, which is Josephson

in nature, was measured experimentally. We discovered

deviation in the current-phase dependence of superconduct-

ing current from sinusoidal dependence as a result of 20%

contribution of the second harmonic (sin 2u). Unlike in

known Josephson structures, in the hybrid mesa-structures

there is a critical current modulation, caused by the influence

of external magnetic field on the magnetization vector of the

antiferromagnetic interlayer. As a result, sensitivity to exter-

nal magnetic field increases almost by an order of

magnitude.
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